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Abstract� A non�minimum phase nonlinear ship model from rudder angle to roll angle is
used to design a stable controller for simultaneous roll damping and course keeping� The
controller is stable in presence of �st�order wave disturbance and modeling errors provided
that the magnitude of the model errors and disturbances are known� Stability is proved by
using Lyapunov theory� The simulation results show excellent performance and robustness�
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�� INTRODUCTION

Roll damping and simultaneous heading control
by means of rudders have been analyzed by nu�
merous authors� Baitis et al� ������ ����	� Blanke
et al� �����	� Blanke and Christensen �����	�
Katebi et al� ����
	� K�allstr�om ����
	� K�allstr�om
et al� �����	� K�allstr�om and Schultz �����	� Van
Amerongen et al� ����
	� Van Amerongen and
Van Nauta Lempke ����
	� Van der Klugt ����
	
and Zhou �����	� The common assumption in
these papers is that the ship dynamics is linear
and can be expressed as

�x � Ax� bu ��	

In this paper a nonlinear controller based on a
nonlinear a�ne model is proposed� The ship dy�
namics is described by the following di�erential
equation

�x � f�x	 � bu ��	

where f�x	 is a nonlinear function of the states� It
is well�known that the dynamics in roll has non�
minimum phase behaviour� This corresponds to
zeros in the right half�plane for the linear model
��	 and unstable zero dynamics for the nonlinear
model ��	 and implies limitations on the gain in
the closed�loop system� In this paper this prob�
lem is solved by de�ning a sliding surface that
gives the system stable zero dynamics if the slid�
ing surface is used as output�

The resulting controller is a nonlinear non�
minimum phase rudder�roll damping system for
simultaneously roll and yaw control and it guar�

antees stability under a set of weak assumtions to
be de�ned�

�� NONLINEAR SHIP MODEL

Consider the following SISO nonlinear ship model

�x � f��x	 � b��� � wH	
y � cTx

��	

where x � IR� is the state vector and de�ned as

x � � � p v r �� � �d	 �
T ��	

Here � is the roll angle� p is the angular veloc�
ity in roll� v is the sway velocity� r is the angular
velocity in yaw� � and �d are the yaw angle and
�constant	 desired yaw angle� respectively� � � IR
is the rudder angle� y � IR is the roll angle mea�
surement �c � �� � � � � � � � � �T 	� wH � IR is used
to describe �st�order wave disturbances whereas
b� and f��x	 depends on the ship�

The estimated model of the ship dynamics used
for control design is usually linear and is written

�x � Ax� bu
y � cTx

��	

where u � ��wH � Assuming that b� � b is known
and expanding the nonlinear term in ��	� that is
f��x	 � A�x � g��x	� the ship dynamics can be
rewritten as

�x � Ax���x	 � bu
y � cTx

��	

where ��x	 � g��x	 � �A� �A	x is a unknown
nonlinear term describing the modeling error�



Normal form

In order to analyze the nonlinear ship model the
equations of motion are transformed to normal
form� see Isidori �����	� Let r be the relative de�
gree of the system �the number of time di�erenti�
ations of the output y before the input u explicitly
appears	� It is easy to show that the ship model
has relative degree �� It is also convenient to in�
troduce the notation Lf��x	 � ��

�xf �x	 for the
derivative of � along f �Lie derivative	� Hence the
notation Lkf� can be used to denote the recursion

Lkf��x	 �
�Lk��f �

�x
f�x	 �
	

The system ��	 is transformed to normal form
by applying the transformation z � ��x	 �
����x	� � � � � �r�x	� �r���x	� � � � � �n�x	�

T where the
�rst two transformations are de�ned as

z� � ���x	 � cTx� z� � ���x	 � Lfc
Tx ��	

The inverse transformation will be denoted x �
����z	� Applying this transformation to ��	
yields the normal equations

�z� � z�
�z� � L�fh��

���z		 � LgLfh��
���z		u

�zi � Lf�i��
���z		 � Lg�i��

���z		u

y � z�

��	

where i � �� �� �� This system can be further sim�
pli�ed by choosing the last last three transforma�
tions such that

Lg�i��
���z		 � �� i � �� �� � ���	

This implies that the input u is eliminated from
the last three di�erential equations� In order to
simplify the notation system ��	 is written as two
subsystems with two and three state variables by
de�ning � � �z�� z��

T and � � �z�� z�� z��
T � Hence

if �i� i � �� �� �� are chosen according to ���	 then

�
�

�

�
�

�
�����

�
p� � � � � � � � �

�� � �d	
b�p� b�v
b�p� b�r

�
����� ���	

and ��	 can be expressed as

��� � ��
��� � a�����	 � b�����	�
�� � q�����	

y � ��

���	

where a�����	 � L�fh��
���z		 and b�����	 �

LgLfh��
���z		� Expanding ���	 and using the

fact that LgLfh��
���z		 � b� the following equa�

tions are obtained

��� � ��
��� � rT � � sT� � a�����	 � bu
�� � P� �Q� � q�����	

y � ��

���	

where the linear terms corresponding to the linear
term in ��	 are known and the nonlinear terms cor�
responding to the nonlinear term of the dynamics
in ��	 are unknown�

Zero Dynamics

Normal form implies that the zero�dynamics of the
system state�space model is extracted from the
model� For the system ���	 a zero output y � �
corresponding to � � � is obtained by choosing
the control law as u � �a����	�b����	� Hence
the ��dynamics takes the form

�� � q�����	 ���	

which simply is the system zero�dynamics� If the
zero�dynamics is unstable the system ��	 is said
to be nonlinear non�minimum phase� From ���	
or ���	 it is easily veri�ed that the zero�dynamics
is independent of the input� and cannot be altered
by feedback� Thus if the zero�dynamics is unsta�
ble� perfect tracking is impossible and the goal
becomes asymptotic tracking�

Assumptions

It is well known that all ships show a non�
minimum phase behaviour in roll whereas yaw is
minimum phase� see Fossen and Lauvdal �����	�
This implies that the zero�dynamics given by the
input u and and output y � cTx is unstable�
Hence� output feedback linearization cannot be
used in roll since the inverse dynamics will be un�
stable� The proposed controller in this paper is
a nonlinear roll damping control law which can
be used for non�minimum phase systems and it is
based on Assumptions � and ��

Assumption �� The zero�dynamics is unstable if
and only if

Q �
�

��
q�����	

����
���

���	

has eigenvalues with positive real part�

This simply states that unstability is caused by
the linear part of the dynamics�

Now if �� � q�����	 is the zero�dynamics of the
ship dynamics and �� � Q� is the estimated zero�
dynamics� a �nd assumption is introduced



Assumption �� �� � q�����	 is unstable if and
only if �� � Q� is unstable�

This is a rather weak assumtion since the linear
estimate of the dynamics usually is close to the
actual linear dynamics and� by Assumtion �� the
unstability is caused by the linear part exclusively�

�� DESIGN OF A NON�MINIMUM PHASE
RUDDER�ROLL STABILIZATOR AND
COURSE�KEEPING CONTROLLER

���� Sliding Surface in Roll

De�ne a sliding surface� see Gopalswamy and
Hedrick �����	

	 � �� � ��� ���	

� �y � �y ��
	

where ��� �� and y are de�ned in ���	 and � 
 ��
Taking the sliding surface as the output� the ship
dynamics can be rewritten as

�x � Ax���x	 � bu
	 � x� � �x�

���	

The control objective is to regulate 	 to zero such
that � � p � �� It is easily veri�ed that the mod�
i�ed ship model ���	 has relative degree �� Thus
when de�ning a new vector

�� � ��� � �
T �T ���	

it is seen that ���	 with

P� � �p�� � p�� �

�
��
��

�
� rT � � �r�� � r�� �

�
��
��

�
���	

can be written in normal form

�	 � �y � � �y

� ��� � � ���

� ��� � rT � � sT� � a�����	 � bu ���	

�

�	 � �r	 � �sT �� � �a��	� ��	 � bu ���	
��� � �p	 � �Q�� � �q��	� ��	 ���	

where

�r � ��� r�� 	

�s � ��r�� � �r�� � ��	 � sT �T

�p � �� � pT�� �
T ���	

�Q �

�
�� �

�p�� � �p��	 Q

�

It is easily veri�ed that the linear part of the zero�
dynamics� ��� � �Q�� still is unstable� This problem
can� however� be solved by modifying the sliding
surface�

���� Combined Sliding Surface for Roll and Yaw

Consider the modi�ed sliding surface� see Gopal�
swamy and Hedrick �����	

�	 � 	 � kT �� ���	

where k � � k� � k� � k� � k��
T � Hence the modi�ed

�	� and ���dynamics are

��	 � ��r � kT �p	�	 � �a���	 � kT ��� ��	

� ��rkT � �sT � kT ��pkT � �Q		��

� kT �q���	 � kT ��� ��	 � bu ���	
��� � �p�	 � ��pkT � �Q	�� � �q���	 � kT ��� ��	 ��
	

From ���	� ���	 and ��
	 the zero dynamics in
��	� ��	�coordinates are obtained

��� � ��pkT � �Q	�� � �q��kT ��� ��	 ���	

Under Assumptions � and � it is concluded that
���	 is stable if ��p� �Q	 is a controllable pair �it can
be shown that this is the case if �A� b	 in ��	 is a
controllable pair	 and kT stabilizes the linear part
of the zero�dynamics� i�e�

Re
n
det

	
�I � ��pkT � �Q	


o
� � ���	

Hence regulation of �	 to zero implies that �� � �

and �nally ���	 implies that 	 � �� i�e�

�	 � � � �� p� v� r� �� � �d	� � ���	

���� Nonlinear Control Law

In order to obtain the desired �	�dynamics ��	 � �
as t��	� we propose the following controller

� �
�

b

	
k���	 � kT�� �� �  tanh���		



���	

Here k�� is the feedback gain de�ned as

k�� � kT �p� �r � � ���	

where � � �� k�� is a feedforward gain vector�

kT�� � kT ��pkT � �Q	� �rkT � �sT ���	

whereas  
 � is the switching gain and � 
 �
is a boundary layer parameter� The de�nition of
the switching gain is given by the stability proof
in Section ��� while the boundary layer parameter
is a design parameter limiting the maximum value
of the time derivative of the commanded rudder�

The ship with control law is shown in Fig� ��
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Fig� � Block diagram showing the roll damping system and course�keeping controller�

���� Stability Proof

Since the zero�dynamics ���	 is stable and inde�
pendant of the control variable� �� then according
to Isidori �����	 �� � � if �	 � �� Hence stablilty
of ���	 and ��
	� and thus the ship model ��	�
with the controller ���	 can be proven by using
the following Lyapunov�function candidate

V ��	�x		 �
�

�
�	��x	 � � ���	

Writing �	�x	 � �	 the time derivative of the
Lyapunov�function canditate becomes

�V ��		 � �	 ��	 ���	

Substitution of the �	�dynamics ���	 into �V im�
plies

�V ��		 � �	��r � kT �p	�	 � �	�a���	 � kT ��� ��	

� �	
	
�rkT � �sT � kT ��pkT � �Q	



��

� �	kT �q���	 � kT ��� ��	 � �	b� ���	

Substituting the controller� ���	 into this expres�
sion yields

�V ��		 � �	��r � kT �p� k��	�	 � �	 � sign��		

� �	
	
�rkT � �sT � kT ��pkT � �Q	 � kT��



��

� �	�a���	 � kT ��� ��	 � �	bwH

� �	kT �q���	 � kT ��� ��	 ��
	

Now� since A� b and c are known �and thus �Q� �s�
�p and �r	� the choise of control parameters given
by ���	 and ���	 implies that

�V ��		 � ���	� � �	 � sign��		

� �	�a���	 � kT ��� ��	 � �	bwH

� �	kT �q���	 � kT ��� ��	 ���	

Finally� by chosing the switching gain  according
to

 
 jjkT �q���	 � kT ��� ��	jj� � jjbwH jj�

� jj�a���	 � kT ��� ��	jj� ���	

a negative semi�de�nite time derivative of the
Lyapunov�function canditate V ��		 is obtained�
that is

�V ��		 � � ���	

Since V ��		 � � and �V ��		 � � all states are
bounded� and application of LaSalle�s invariant
set theorem implies that �Khalil �����		

�	 � � as t�� ���	

�� CASE STUDY

The controller is applied to the nonlinear ship
model given in Blanke and Christensen �����	�
Some of the main ship data are given in Ap�
pendix A� The rudder saturation �max is set to
�� �deg	 while the rudder rate ��max is limited
to �� �deg�s	� A measure of e�ectiveness of the
rudder�roll damping system is taken from Oda et
al� �����	 and reads as follows

Roll reduction � ��� �
AP�RRCS

AP
� ���	

where RRCS and AP are the standard deviations
with and without roll damping� respectively� The
vector k in the transformation

�	 � 	 � kT �� ���	

was computed using the matlab pole�placement
function acker and the eigenvalues of

�if�pk
T � �Qg ���	

were placed at ����� i�e� �i � ����� i � �� �� �� ��
The feedback and feedforward gains� k�� and k���
in ���	 were chosen according to ���	 and ���	�
Finally� � � � whereas the switching gain  and
the boundary layer parameter � was set to ��� and
�� respectively�

In the �rst simulation the cruise speed was set
to �� m�s and the states of interest are shown
in Figure �� By comparing the roll angle � and
the angular velocity in roll p with a simulation
without rudder�roll damping there were obtained

�Notice that tanh����� is replaced by sign���� in the stability proof in order to guarantee that �V � �� The continious
function tanh����� is� however� used for implementation to reduce chattering and does not cause stability problems�
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Fig� � The �gure shows the roll angle �� yaw angle � and rudder angle � in a simulation over ���� �s	
when the cruise speed U is �� �m�s	� The controller is not active the �rst ��� �s	 and is turned on after
��� �s	� The reference angle in yaw changes from � �deg	 to �� �deg	 after ��� �s	� The wave encounter
frequency is ��� �rad�s	�

a damping in roll and roll rate of 
� � and 
���
respectively� These are remarkable good results�

Figure � shows the same controller �no speed�
scaling	 when the cruise speed is reduced to �
�m�s	� Naturally the e�ectiveness is reduced and
the damping where measured to be �� � in roll
and �� � in roll rate� This can be improved by
scaling the controller with respect to speed� No�
tice that the autopilot in yaw has exellent perfor�
mance even without speed scaling�

�� CONCLUSIONS

The combined rudder�roll damping and course
controller derived in this paper proved to be easy
to tune and the stability in the presence of �st�
order wave disturbances has been veri�ed by sim�
ulations� The robustness to modeling errors has
been demonstrated by applying the same con�
troller at two di�erent cruise speeds�
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A� SHIP MODEL DATA

A detailed description of the nonlinear ship model
used in the simulations is found in Blanke and
Christensen �����	� Some of the main ship data
are given in Tab� ��

Main particulars for ship

Length� Lpp �� m
Beam� B ��� m
Draft� D ��� m
Displacement� r ��� m�

Inertia in yaw� Iz ���
 � ��� kg m�

Inertia in roll� Ix ��� � ��� kg m�

Tab� � Data for the nonlinear ship model�
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